ABSTRACT. Let A be an attractor of an analytical dynamical system defined in R" X R. The class of attractors considered in this paper consists of those A which remain stable as invariant subsets of the complex extension of the flow to C" x R. If A is a critical point or a closed orbit, these are the elementary or generic attractors. It is shown that such an A is always a submanifold of R" and that there exists a Lie group acting on A and containing the given flow as a one parameter dense subgroup; as a consequence, some necessary and sufficient conditions for an analytical dynamical system to have an attracting generic periodic motion are given.
C-generic attractors are exactly the generic attractors defined in [5, §2, Theorem We prove, among other things, that a C-generic attractor is always an analytical manifold, and construct a compact Lie group acting on it and containing the given flow as a one parameter dense subgroup. As a corollary we get some characterizations of analytic dynamical systems possessing a generic attracting periodic motion. Also, we get several results on the perturbation theory of C-generic attractors by studying the action of the flow on a Banach manifold of retractions of Í2.
Finally, perhaps it is convenient to say that most of the results can be extended in several ways, for instance replacing R" by a differentiable manifold and the analytic flow by a C1 -flow, but since we believe that these generalizations will not add anything of a conceptual character, we prefer to keep in the abovementioned context, where some of the results are richer and the techniques simpler. 2 . We begin by studying the simplest attractors, i.e., equilibrium points and closed orbits. Theorem 1. Let A be an attractor for an analytic flow in R" and assume that A is a periodic motion or a critical point. Then, A is generic [5] // and only if it is Cgeneric.
Proof. We give the proof for A a periodic motion; the case of a critical point can be handled with similar arguments.
We assume, as we may, that A goes through the origin 0 in R" and that the vector field X takes at this point the value X(0) = (0.a) where a ¥= 0. Let t > 0 be the fundamental period of A and <f> = (<f>, ... <j>") the flow defined by X. Consider the equation
(1) <*>"(*,') = 0 for x in a complex neighbourhood of 0 and t in a complex neighbourhood of t.
Applying the implicit function theorem we get another complex neighbourhood of 0 and a positive number e such that, for x in that neighbourhood, equation (1) has exactly one complex root t(x) satisfying |í(jc) -t| < e. For points x = (xx,. ..,xn) close to 0 and lying on the hyperplane H = [x E C:x" = 0), we consider the complex analytic Poincaré mapping \p: H -* H defined by ttx) = <t>(x,t(x)).
To prove the necessity, call T: H -* H the linear part of \p at the origin which, by assumption, has proper values X¡ : i = 1, 2,..., n -1, satisfying the inequalities 0 < | A, | < 1, and take a norm || || for H, such that the corresponding ||71|< 1 (see [5, p. 102 
]).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use If we write \p(x) = Tx + if0(x), then §P ¥ir -« IMI-o ||x|| and we may choose a complex neighbourhood of 0 in H such that if x belongs to it, \\Ux)\\ < 10 -imDIWI. Thus for these x, ||#c)|| < (||7l| + J(l " \\T\\))
• \\x\\ = p\\x\\, where 0 < p < 1. Therefore if x is small enough, the «-iterate of u\ «[/", is defined at x for n = 1, 2,..., and W(x)\\ < p"\\x\\.
To prove that for real / > 0, <¡>(x, t) is close to <b(0, t), let us write <b(x,nr) = <*>(<>(.*, 2 ((f'W)), 2 (t -WM))) -^(*x| (*-<(**-'(*)))) and notice that, since t(x) depends analytically on x,
From these remarks follows easily the asserted stability of the periodic motion as an invariant subset of the extended flow. Now we prove the sufficiency. The functions </>,, <b,(x) = <fi(x,t), are defined, analytic and uniformly bounded for t > 0 on a suitable C-neighbourhood of 0; using Cauchy's formula we may show that the derivatives (d<b¡/dxj)(x,t), i = 1,..., n, / = 1,..., n, are also uniformly bounded for t > 0 in a smaller C-neighbourhood of 0. This implies, in particular, the positive Lyapunov stability of the periodic motion. Let U be a C -neighbourhood of 0 and e a positive real number so that for x G U, <f>"(x,t) = 0 has only one root t(x) with \t(x) -t| < e. Because of the Lyapunov stability, and since <J>(0,nr) = 0, n > 0, we may choose a neighbourhood of 0 in H, say V, such that <¡>(x, m) G U for x G V, n = 0, 1, 2,-Consequently, there are complex numbers z", n = 1, 2,..., such that for these n, <b(x,nr + zn) G H, and \z"\ < e. It is clear then that if e is small enough, rp"(x) = <b(x,nr + z"), and therefore 0 is a positively stable fixed point of the complex Poincaré diffeomorphism ty.
Let V be a neighbourhood of 0 in the complex subspace H such that the ^", n = 1,2,..., are defined and equiuniformly bounded on V; since the ty" constitute there a normal family, there is a subsequence if»"* that converges uniformly on V to an analytic función. It follows easily from the assumptions that if x is real and sufficiently small, lim"_00tj/'(x) = 0, which implies readily that ip -» 0 uniformly on V. Consequently, there is a 8 > 0 and a positive integer N so that if x G H, \\x\\ < 8, then UN(x)\\ < 8, and \l>"(x) G V, n = \,2,...,N.
This situation cannot be changed by small analytic perturbations of tp, i.e. if t|/ is close enough to ip on V and u^'(O) = 0, tyN will have the same property as \p with respect to the complex ball {x E H: \\x\\ < 8}.
On the other hand, this property implies that all the iterates yp'",n = 1,2,..., are equiuniformly bounded on that ball, and as we remarked before, this in turn implies the positive stability of 0 under the discrete flow defined by \p'. Then if the linear part of 4> had some proper value of absolute value 1, we could add to ip a small linear transformation of H to get an analytic diffeomorphism \p' close to i// and having 0 as an unstable fixed point [5] . This completes the proof.
3. In this section we prove several results of a topological character concerning general C-generic attractors.
Let U C R" be a compact neighbourhood of the C-generic attractor A with the property that for x G U, limj-^distfaCic,/),^) = 0, and such that there exists W, a complex C-neighbourhood of U, having all its iterates ¿>( W, t), t > 0, uniformly bounded. The analytic functions <¡>,, t > 0, constitute a normal family on W. Lemma 1. For every e > 0 there exists 8 > 0 such that, for x,y G A, \\x -y\\ < 8 implies \\<f>(x,t),<j>(y,t)\\ < efor \t\ < oo.
Proof. As a consequence of Cauchy's formula and the compactness of U we have that for every e > 0 there exists 8 > 0 such that x, y E U and ||x -v|| < 8 imply ||(i>0t,/) -<j>(.y,/)|| < e for / > 0. On the other hand, it is clear that if x = lim(<t>(x0,tn)), y = \im(<t>(y0,tn)), lim t" = +oo, and Mx0,t) -^(y0,t)\\ < e for í > 0, then, for each / G R, \\<b(x,t) -<¡>(v,Oil < e. Now choose a sequence <f>,", t" -* oo, such that <(>,m converges uniformly to a continuous mapping 9: U -» U. Because of the way U was chosen, 9(U) C A; on the other hand it follows from the compactness of U, the fact that, for each n,<blit(U) D A and the uniform convergence of the <f>lit, that 9(U) D A.
Thus 9(U) = A. Then for each x E A, 9~x(x) is a compact non void subset of U, and it is easy to show that if V is any neighbourhood of 9~x(x), 9(V) is an Aneighbourhood of x. It follows from this and the previous remarks that given e > 0 and x E A there exists an A -neighbourhood of x such that if y and z belong to it, ||<¡>( v, /) -<p(z, t)\\ < e, t E R, and the thesis of the lemma is now an immediate consequence of the compactness of A.
Let V be an open positively invariant neighbourhood of A, V C U.
Lemma 2. There exists one and only one analytic retraction a of V onto A that commutes with the flow, i.e. such that a'xXx = X^xy
Proof. Let /" be a sequence such that t" -» oo, tn -/B_t -* oo and <#>," converges uniformly on U. Then, if sk is a subsequence of t" -tn_x such that <?Sk converges uniformly on V to an analytic function a, we have clearly that a(V) = A, and since for n large enough ||^/itl(jc) -<f>,,(*)|| is arbitrarily small, uniformly for all x G A, we get from Lemma 1 that ||&t(x) -jc|| is also uniformly small for k large.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Therefore a(x) = x for x G A and a is an analytic retraction of U onto A. Obviously, a commutes with each <f>,. Let x G V, then \\<j>(x,t) -<¡>(a(x),t)\\ = \\<b(x,t) -a(<b(x,t))\\ and as lim^oodist^Oc,'),/!) = 0 and a is a retraction onto A, it follows that \im^J\<t>(x,t) -<b(a(x),t)\\ =0. Now we prove the uniqueness of a by showing that a(x) is the only point in A with that property. In fact, the existence of another point in A with the same property would contradict Lemma 1. Proof. Let k = max,,6"{rank a'}; as the case k = 0 is trivial, we may assume k > 0. Take x G V such that rank a'x = k; since a » a = a, «ów ° ax = ai> and it follows that a' has maximum rank at a(x) and hence in a neighbourhood of it. From well-known results in calculus we get that there exists an /?"-neighbourhood V of a(x) such that a(V), as a subspace of R", is analytically homeomorphic to an open subset of Rk. On the other hand V n A = a(V n A) C a(V), and since a(V) G A, VnA = VC\An a(V) = V n a(V). Consequently, a(x) has an A -neighbourhood analytically homeomorphic to an open subset of Rk.
The set B = {y G A: rank a'y = k} is open in A; let us show that B is also closed. If x" is a sequence in B converging to x G A, and {uln,...,uk} an orthonormal system in the range of a^, n = 1, 2,..., such that u'n -* «', i = 1,..., k, we have, since for all n, a'Xm u'n -u'", that a' has maximum rank at x as we wanted to show. Since A is connected, B = A, and on account of the previous remark, this completes the proof. Proof. The necessity follows from the lemmas. For the sufficiency, consider an analytic submanifold A C R" and the function r: R" -* A defined by r(x), where
If x is close enough to A, it is known (see [2, p. 38] ) that r(x) is well defined and the function r is analytic in a suitable R"-neighbourhood of A. Moreover, if x G A and if u is small and normal to A at x, r(x + u) = x. Consequently the analytic vector field x -» r(x) -x defined on that neighbourhood determines an analytic flow </>, such that <¡>(x,t) = r(x) + (x -r(x))e~'. From this formula it is easy to obtain that A is stable as an invariant subset of the C-extension of <J>.
4. Now we are going to study the flow on C-generic attractors and to associate to each a Lie group acting on it.
Let A be a C-generic attractor; it follows easily from Lemma 1 that if x G A, the closure of the trajectory through x is a minimal set Mx. So A is a union of disjoint minimal sets. Let G be the closure of the set of analytic homeomorphisms {<f>,/A: t G R} considered as a subspace of the space of mappings from A into A with the topology of uniform convergence on A. Since there exists a sequence /" -* oo such that <p,jA converges uniformly to the identity (Lemma 2), G is also the closure of the set {<J>,/4: / > 0} and inasmuch as the <>,, t > 0, constitute a normal family when restricted to a suitable C-neighbourhood of A, we may deduce easily that each element of G is analytic and that (G, °) with the relative topology is a compact connected abelian group such that each Mx is homeomorphic to a factor group of G. Theorem 3. Let k be the highest of the dimensions of the minimal sets contained in A. Then G is a k-dimensional torus.
Proof. Since G is a group acting effectively by analytic mappings on the manifold A, it is a Lie group (see [3, p. 208] ) and, being abelian compact and connected, it is a torus. To prove that G is /«-dimensional, choose jc0 such that dim Mx<¡ = k and call Gx<¡ the subgroup of G, GH = [a G G: a(x0) = x0}. Clearly, GXo = Gx for each x G M^. The mapping [y] -* y(x0) from G/G^ to Mx¡) is a homeomorphism and A/^ gets in this way a Lie group structure. Let U be a neighbourhood of x0 in M^ such that it contains no nontrivial subgroups. We may choose 5 > 0 so small that if x G A, y E G, \\x -x0\\ < 8 and y(x) = x, then yn(x0) E U for every integer n, and therefore y(x0) = x0. Consequently if \\x -x0\\ < 8, Gx C GXo; hence dim Mx = k, and it follows that GXo/Gx is finite. Thus for each x G A with ||jc -jc0 j| < 8 there is a positive integer n(x) such that y G G and y(x0) = x0 imply y"^x)(x) = x. By means of a simple category argument we may now show that there is an open subset of A, say D, and a positive integer N such that yN(x) = x for every x E D, provided that y(x0) -x0. Since each y G G is analytic, it follows that if for some y G G, y(xQ) = xQ, then yN is the identity mapping of A. Thus, being a Lie group, Gĥ as to be finite, which implies clearly that dim G = k.
Let a, b be real numbers and let r and w stand respectively for x2 + x2. and (r -\)2 + x\ ; the vector field
is defined in some open subset of Ä3 and admits the torus w = \ as a C-generic attractor. The flow <p can be given explicitly:
<¡>(x,t) = ((r(t))V2cos(bt + iPo),(r(t))x'2sin(bt + *"), wxl2sin(at + %)(4w + (1 -4w)exp ~^t)'tf2);
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use here r(t) = 1 + (wxl2cos(at + <i>o)(4w + (1 -4w)exp -\t)~x/2 and cos % -(r -\)/wxl2, sin í>o = x3/wxl2, cos \p0 = xx/rxl2 and sin \p0 = x2/rxl2. If a/b is irrational the group G associated to the attractor is of dimension 2.
The vector field (~x2 -xxp)o/oxx + (xx -x2p)o/bx2 -x3pa/ax3, where p = xf + x\ + xj -1, has the unit sphere of Ä3 as a C-generic attractor, and the group G associated to it is isomorphic to R/Z (Z denotes the integers). All the motions on p = 0 are periodic and except for the poles all have fundamental period 1. If we consider the product of the flow defined by this vector field and a flow in R2 having a periodic motion of fundamental period | as a C-generic attractor, we get a product flow that has a C-generic attractor with a onedimensional group G. All the minimal sets on the attractor are one-dimensional and in some of them G does not act effectively.
Theorem 4. Let A be a C-generic attractor of the flow <b defined by the analytic vector field X such that the group G associated to A and X has dimension greater than one. Then there is a C-neighbourhood U of A such that for every e > 0 there exists another analytic vector field X' defined in U with the following properties:
(1) \\XX -X'J < i for every x E U.
(2) A is a C-generic attractor for X' and the retractions for X and X' defined by Lemma 2 are the same when restricted to U.
(3) The group G' associated to A and X' is one dimensional.
Proof. The retraction a defined for X by Lemma 2 may be extended to a small C-neighbourhood W of A; let us call ß this extension. The set B -{x E W; ß(x) = x) satisfies B n R" = A since ß/R" = a.
As for x G A,R(a'x) D N(a'x) = {0} (R(ot'x) and N(ct'x) denote respectively the range and null-space of ot'x), we have that for x on a certain C-neighbourhood V C W of A, the linear subspaces of C, R(ß'x) and N(ß'x), have also a trivial intersection and therefore, for each u tangent to B at ß(x), the intersection {&-'(«)} n{veC":v~Xx + r,re R(ß'x))
consists of exactly one point. It is easy to show that if X is an analytic vector field on B n V, the vector field A" defined on {ß~x(B n V)} n V by X'x G {/?;-'(%))} n [v E C":v = Xx + r,r E R(ß'x)} is also analytic and X'/A = X/A.
Take U C V to be a compact C-neighbourhood of A so that ß(U) is invariant under the complex extension of <f>, \\<¡>,(x) -ß ° <í>,0t)|| converges uniformly to 0 on U, and that, for some 8 > 0, U = {ß~x(ß(U))} n{xEC":
\\ß(x) -x\\ < 8}.
Let T > 0 be such that for x G U, \\<¡>T(x) -ß » <¡>T(x)\\ < 8/2. If X' is another analytic vector field on U that commutes with ß and such that ß(U) is also an invariant subset of the flow <¡>' defined by A", then if A" is chosen so close to X that \\#T(x) -ß ° <¡>'T(x)\\ < 8, we get that <t>'T(U) C U for, on the other hand, ß ° <b'T(U) = <b'r(ß{U}) = ß(U). Hence, X' has a C-generic attractor contained in U and containing A. Choose in G a one parameter subgroup G' isomorphic to R/Z and close enough to {<p,: |f| < oo}. G' defines a flow and an analytic vector field X on A. If we define A" on U as above we have that A" is close to X on U and that every compact X invariant subset of U is also A" invariant. Therefore the previous remarks apply to A" and we get that A" has a C-generic attractor A', A C A' C U. Since A ¥= A' implies dim A' > dim A, our result follows easily from the next lemma and the fact that if A" is close enough to X there exists an A" and X' positively invariant neighbourhood of A and A'. Proof. Let U be as above and a the retraction of U n R" onto A. Take V C U n R" to be a positively invariant neighbourhood of A and assume that the sequence {<>,,; n = 1,2,...} converges uniformly to a on U.
Let e > 0 be small enough that for each x G A, the e-ball centered at x lies in V, and choose a positive integer N with the property that ||<i>,t(x) -a(x)\\ < e for each x G V and each k > N. Now we define the retraction H: V X [0,1] -* V by (i) H(x,u) = <b(x,u/(l -u)) for x G V, 0 < u < tN/(\ + tN). (1) The vector field (1 + Xi)X is defined on N and there exists a compact 2n-dimensional differentiable submanifold N with boundary MEN such that at each point of the boundary of M, the vector field (1 + Xi ) X points to the interior of M.
(2) M n R" contains an admissible set D.
(3) For some k > 0, XX < -kX2 for x E N, where
Proof. Sufficiency. Because of (1) the trajectories of (1 + Xi)X are bounded in the future. On the other hand it follows easily from (3) that if x(t) is a trajectory of (1 + Xi)X, X2(x(t)) = ¡i(t) satisfies n(t) < ¡i(0)e\p(-2kt) and hence |A(jc(í))I < |A(x(0))|exp(-fcf). Consider the function s(t) = $¿X(x(u))du; clearly \s(t)\ < |A(jc(0))|/A: for t > 0.
The differential equation j = X(<j>(x, t + is)) is defined for small / and s and if s(i) is its solution with ¿(0) = 0 it is easy to check that <f>(x,t + is(t)) is the trajectory x(t) of (1 + Ai) A" with the initial condition x(0) = x. So, s(t) = S¿ X(x(u))du and thus |j(/)| < \X(x)\/k. If x G M and is close enough to R", d>(x, t) cannot get far from M; otherwise, x(t) would also be far from it, which is absurd on account of (1). Therefore the <î>(x,t) are uniformly bounded on a C -neighbourhood of D and in view of previous remarks this completes the proof of the sufficiency.
Necessity. Let A be the periodic motion and U a C -neighbourhood of A such that for each x E U, ß(x) (ß denotes the complex extension of the retraction a; see the proof of Theorem 4) can be written ß(x) = <p(x, t + is) where x E A and j is a real number. Clearly 5 is uniquely determined and we define X(x) as -s(ß(x)). Then, the trajectories of (1 + Ai)A* are <b(x, t + /'A(jc)(1 -e~')) as it is easy to prove owing to the commutativity between ß and the flow. Since X(<p(x,t + ¿X(jc)(1 -<?"')) = A(*)éT' it follows that X(x) = -X(x) or AÀ < -X2 which implies (3). On the other hand, (1) is a consequence of the fact that <b(x,t + iX(x)(l -e~')) converges to A uniformly on a suitable C-neighbourhood of A. (See, for instance, [1] .)
Other corollaries can also be obtained using the well-known results of Montel on normal families. For instance, Corollary 2. Let a,, i = I, 2,..., n be positive real numbers. Then a necessary and sufficient condition for X to have a periodic motion as a generic attractor is the existence of an admissible subset D such that all the trajectories of the vector field (H\ (xf + 0¡))X issuing from some C-neighbourhood of D can be defined in the future.
Proof. Since on R" the flow defined by 01" (*? + ai))X is just a reparametrization of <b, the necessity follows at once from Theorem 1.
For the sufficiency, let us denote by <j> the flow defined by fll" (x2 + a¡))X. If U is a C-neighbourhood of D such that the <f>, are defined on it for all t and such that no point with some x¡ = ±/(a,)l/2 belongs to it, then, for no t, $,(U) intersects the hyperplanes x¡ = ±i(a¡)^2 that consist only of critical points of the vector field (Ilf (x2 + a¡))X. Therefore by Montel's theorem the <£, constitute a normal family and being uniformly bounded on D they are uniformly bounded on a suitable C-neighbourhood of it. Since, on R", <f> is a reparametrization of <>, the result follows again from Theorem 1.
6. Let X be an analytic vector field, A a C-generic attractor of the flow associated to X, U an open and bounded positively invariant R"-neighbourhood of A, and let a be the retraction of U onto A defined previously. In this and the following section we show, among other things, that if Y is a vector field close to X on U (in a sense to be made precise later), then there exists a unique retraction y, close to a, of U onto a compact submanifold of U homeomorphic to A that commutes with Y. These results are connected, in particular, with the perturbation theory of invariant manifolds. (See, for instance, [4] .)
First, we study some geometrical properties of small functions defined on R(a) (R stands for range). The discussion that follows until and including Lemma 8 concerns those properties. Let ô0 > 0 be such that B = {x G R": \\x -y\\ < 80, for some y G R(a)} is contained in U, and let M > 1 be an upper bound for the norm of the matrix ((3a,/3x,)(x,y)) where x¡¡ G B, i,j = 1,..., n.
Choose e > 0 such that a = 1 -e(2 + M) > 0, and 5, > 0 such that if x G R(a) and ||xw -*|| < «5,, i,j=l,...,n, then \\a'x -((3a,/a*y)(*u))ll < £. Also, take 52 = 5,/4 and 83 such that M83 < 82/3. Proof. We have that
where (a'# = (dai/dxj)(x¡j)) for some xUj G U, \\xitj -x\\ < 8X, i,j = I.n. On the other hand, since a(x) -a(y) = x -y, we have that ai*(x -y) = x -y where ||a4, -a'x || < e. Thus a'x(x -y) -x -y + (a'x -ai*)(x -y), and To prove that H¡ is a homeomorphism onto the connected manifold R(a) it is enough to notice that, if z E R(a) , \\Hf(z) -z\\ = ||a(z +f(z)) -z\\ < M83 < 82. Hence if x, y G R(a) and \\x -y\\ > 82, Hf(x) # Hf(y).
Lemma 6. Let f be as in the previous lemma and set Kf = Hfl. Then for every x,y G R(a), \\x -y\\ < 82, we have that \\Kf(x) -Kf(y)\\ < N\\x -y\\, where N = max(l/a,252/53). Proof. Put xp = p(f), <j» = p(g). We have that On the other hand, from Hf(Kf(x)) -Hg(Kf(x)) + Hg(Kf(x)) -Hg(Kg(x)) = 0, we get that
Consequently, \\Kf(x) -Kg(x)\\ < (M/a) \\f -g\\, and we obtain finally that Mx) -<¡>(x)\\ < (M/a + tM/a + \)\\f -g\\. where Q > 0, and Q(\ + P)< t, Q(M/a + tM/a + 1)< 1.
For ip G 9 define ßty) = /, where f(x) = w(x + \¿(x)) -x, x G R(a). Now we can state Theorem S.p°Qisa contraction ofO.
Proof. First we show that P ° ß is a mapping from 9 to 9. For x G R(a) we have that w(x + 4>(x)) -x = w(x + ^(x)) -a(x + </<*))• Thus, ||/|| = ||(w -a)
• (x + 4ix))\\ < 83. On the other hand, if ||x -y\\ < 82, \\f(x) -f(y)\\ -\\(w -a)(x + fa)) -(w -a)(y + ^y))|| <QH\x-y\\ + Mx)-4{y)\\)<e\\x-y\\.
Hence / satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 5, and since a(x + p(f)(x)) = a(Kf(x) +f(Kf(x))) = Hj(Kf(x)) = x, it follows that/*/) G 9.
Next we prove that/» o Q is a contraction. Let \p, <J> belong to 9; then we may apply Lemma 8 to/ = ß(^) and g = ß(cj>) to get Consequently if w satisfies the conditions (*), p ° fi is a contraction of 9.
Corollary 3. // w satisfies the conditions (*), there exists a manifold V homeomorphic to R(a) that is invariant under w.
Proof. Let xp be the fixed point of p ° fi, and take V = [z G U' : z -x + xp(x) for some x E R(ot)). The function x -* x + xp(x) is a homeomorphism of R(a) onto V since x + xp(x) = y + xp(y) implies x = a(x + xp(x)) = a(y + xp(y)) «■ v. Now, let us show that w(x + xp(x)) G V for every x E R(a). Let w(x + uX*)) -x be denoted again by /; since xp = /?(/) we know that xp(Hj(x)) = Kf(Hj(x)) + f(Kf(Hf(x))) -Hf(x), i.e. H^x) + xp(Hf(x)) = x + f(x) = w(x + xp(x)). Since Hf(x) + xp(Hf(x)) E V, this completes the proof.
On account of the compactness of D it is easy to conclude that for any 5 > 0 there is a positive integer n such that the «-iterate of p ° Q applied to any ^£9 is ô-close to the fixed point xp of p ° il. Since, on the other hand, for each v near V there exists <p G 9 such that v = x + <b(x) for some x G R(á), we obtain that V is an attractor (as defined in the introduction) of the discrete flow <S>(x,n) = w"(x), x G U, n = 1, 2,... . Consequently if D is an invariant set of w lying near V and w(D) = D, then DC K. In particular, if w is a homeomorphism and Z) is a compact connected manifold of the dimension of V, then D = V. Hence, if it: U -> Í/ is a homeomorphism close to the identity that commutes with w, we obtain that V is also invariant under tt since ir(V) is a compact connected manifold and w(tt(V)) = w(h>(K)) = ir(V). These remarks together with previous results imply readily the following corollary. Perhaps it is worthwhile to say that as a consequence of the implicit function theorem it may be shown that there is a compact neighbourhood of xp = 0 in 9 with a convex structure. The existence of invariant manifolds may also be obtained as an application of Schauder's fixed point theorem.
If instead of 9 we consider a space 9, of continuous functions xp: R(ot) -» R", a(x + xp(x)) = x, that have continuous partial derivatives satisfying a uniform Lipschitz condition, we get with similar arguments the existence of an invariant C1 manifold for any function w: U -» U, CX(U) close to a and such that (w -a)' has a small Lipschitz constant on U.
7. Consider again the space 9. It is clear from its definition that there exists P> P such that \\t}{x) -My)\\ < P\\x -y\\ for each x, y G R(a) and each uV G 9. Let L > 0 be such that IK« + * ° <*)(x) -(a + ) o a)(y)\\ < L\\x -y\\ for each x, y G U and each tf> G 9. We want to show that if w: U -* U is a homeomorphism satisfying (*) with a Q also less than [2(P + 1)(L + 1)]"', then there is a retraction of U onto V (the invariant manifold of w) that commutes with w.
Let ty fl(a) -+ Ä", a(x + xf^x)) = x, be such that V = {x + \p(x):x G R(a)}, and define ß: U -* U by /3(x) = a(x) + ty ° a)(x). Then ß is a retraction, for ß°ß = a°ß + ip°a°ß = ß since a o ß = a. We also have from the invariance of R(ß) = K under w that ß°w°ß = w°ß. Let _£ be the space of continuous functions X: U -* R" such that sup,6K^«x)llÀWII/ll* -Ä*)ll < °o, X ° 0 = 0, and ,8 o (0 + X) = ¿3 + X. For The uniqueness of y as a retraction close to a that commutes with Y follows at once from the uniqueness of the manifold R(y).
As before, the differentiable case may be handled in a very similar way. However, the space Xx to be considered in that case should consist of the C1 -functions X,X ° ß = 0, ß ° (ß + X) = ß + X, such that Remark. A generic periodic saddle point of an analytic vector field X need not have C2 -retractions that commute with X. If such a retraction exists it is possible to define in a neighbourhood of the periodic motion a closed C2 1-form w, such that h^A") = 1. Indeed, if r is the retraction onto the closed orbit/», consider on p the form dt, dt(X) = 1; then w = r*dt is obviously a closed form and satisfies w(X) = dt(r'(X)) = 1. Consider in R2 X 5' the flow given be <p(x,y,e*,t) = (xe~l ,ye'ln ,e{* e2*'), where n is a positive integer. The retraction r, r(x,y,ei9) = (0,0, e*), commutes with the flow, and hence there exists a closed l-form w, analytic in a neighbourhood of p = {(0,0)} X S] such that w(X) = I, X being the vector field defined by the flow. Let f(x,y,ei$) = l + axy", a > 0, and consider the flow associated to the vector field fX that has a generic periodic saddle point at (0,0, l). If there were a closed l-form w* such that w#(fX) = 1, then, since fpw* = fp w = 1, we would have w* = w + dh, h being a C2 real function defined in a neighbourhood of p. From 1 = w*(fX) = f(\ + X(h)) we get that X(h) = -axy"(\ + axy")~l. Therefore h(x/en+x,yeV", 1) -h(x,y, 1) = -axy"(\ + axy")-*; however, if we take dn+l/dxdy on both sides and evaluate at (0,0), we get 0 = -a. Thus, if we take n = \,fX has no C2 retraction commuting with it.
This fact may be used to show that there are C-generic attractors A of analytic vector fields X such that we can find a complex neighbourhood U of A and a sequence {A*"} of analytic vector fields that converges uniformly to X on U, and so that there is no analytic retraction onto the invariant manifold A" of Xn that commutes with X". (The periodic motion of the above example may lay on A" .)
